MCCC - Security Incident
Date: 13 Oct 2017
Time: 06:30 PM
Reporting Officer: cabel

Subject: Accident
Location: Parking lot 2

Witness:
Victim:
Complainant:
Suspect:

Narrative:
On Friday evening approx. 6:30pm R/O was approached by witness who advised that he had
witnessed a white Chevy pickup make contact with a parked vehicle in the parking lot in front of
the La-Z-Boy Theater. Witness pointed out the driver of the offending vehicle who identified
himself to officer. Suspect advised that his vehicle struck the passenger side mirror of the other
vehicle while he was trying to pull through to another parking place. R/O collected suspect’s
information and located the owner/operator of the parked vehicle. Information was exchanged.
Investigation closed.

Offending Vehicle:
Owner:
Damage: Contact mark to passenger side headlight.

Complainant Vehicle:
Owner:
Damage: Passenger side mirror knocked off.